Glass Of Venice

Tel. 7ROOIUHH   /RFDO  
E-mail: LQIR#JODVVRIYHQLFHFRP:HEKWWSZZZ*ODVV2I9HQLFHFRP

MURANO GLASS CHANDELIER
Rated power: Max 40W
Rated voltage: 110-230V
Frequency: 50-60Hz

Type lamp: E12 &DQGHODEUD
Protection degree: IP20
Safety class protection: Class I

Neutral
Ground

WARNING:
1- Read these instructions carefully before assembly.
2- Please save this brochure for future reference.
3- We recommend that this chandelier be installed by Dqualified electrician.

Line

The manufacturer in not responsible if the fixtures are not installed in accordance with these instructions and
local EXLOGLQJFRGHDQGsafety standards.
*lass SDUWVDUHH[WUHPHO\IUDJLOH

1.

Assembly legend:

2.

1.
2.
3.

Glass canopy
Supplied
Metal canopy (to hide the wires)
assembled
Ring-brake with pressure screw and
ring, to allow the glass canopy to
smoothly adhere to the ceiling
4. Chain (length can vary), the last ring
must be hooked to (5.) and closed with
pliers
5. Ring by which the chandelier hangs
6. Rod (variable length) threaded at both
ends
7. Glass bowl
8. Glass sphere
11.
9. Glass body part
10. Two plastic washers and knurled metal
washer to attach the metal plate
11. Upward-facing glass leaf with rings at the
bottom end to allow the glass to extend
straight from the metal plate
12. Flower (same configuration as 11.)
12.
14.
13. Downward-facing leaf
(same configuration as 11.)
14. Arm (same configuration as 11.)
15. Glass shade, which must be inserted in
the socket
16. Metal plate with holes - where the arms,
the downward and upward leaves,
and the flowers must be inserted
(see detailed view below on the left)
15.
17. Aluminum cover for the metal plate
13.
18. Washer - to block the metal plate (see
detailed view below on the right)
16. 0HWDO3ODWH
19. Glass bottom bowl
A
20. Glass ball
B
B
21. Glass finial
B B
B
A

Assembly connector instructions:

3.

a)

4.

B

B

;
Insert and lock the LINE cable in the
clip marked with the line symbol “L”;
d) Insert and lock the NEUTRAL cable
in the clip marked with the neutral
symbol “N”;
e) Move the canopy (1) so that it touches
the ceiling and screw in the screws.
c)

5.
6.
7.



%XOEUHSODFHPHQW instructionV:
9.

WARNING: THE BULBS ARE VERY HOT.
DON’T TOUCH UNTIL THEY COOL DOWN
To replace bulbs:
a) Disconnect main power;
b) Remove the bulb and replace with one
with the same technical characteristics;
c) Reconnect main power and turn on the
power switch for the chandelier;

10.
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Arm 1
Insert the wires of lamp socket
into the appropriate male plugs
marked with labels (L) and (N)

B

A  Holes where arms (item 14 above) must be
B
inserted and locked by screws.
B  Holes where decorative components
(listed in 11, 12, 13 above) must be inserted

Prepare the appropriate hook in the
ceiling where you want to hang the
chandelier
b) Insert and lock the GROUND cable in
the clip marked with the ground symbol

A

Arm 2
Arm 3

